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Abstract: In the fast-increasing speed of EMUs (Electric Multiple Units), the stability, reliability and 
smoothness of the EMUs in operation are guaranteed by exploring the rotor vibration model of the 
traction motor equipment of the EMUs. The finite element model of the rotor is constructed using 
the finite element algorithm, and the rotor model is used to simulate the rotor of the traction motor 
according to the radial vibration. The influence of factor changes on the vibration characteristics of 
the rotor system is discussed. Finally, the radial vibration effect on the rotor under the influence of 
various factors is explored through simulation. The results show that in the bending mode analysis 
of the rotor system, the rotor presents four bending modes; in the analysis of the influence factors 
of the radial vibration of the rotor system, the angle of unbalanced magnetic pull, the angle of rotor 
gravity, and the angle of rotor bending stiffness are compared. The analysis of the influence of the 
radial vibration of the rotor shows that the unbalanced magnetic tension increases the amplitude of 
the rotor and reduces the natural frequency of the radial vibration of the rotor system. The radial 
dimension of the axis track and the displacement spectrum has no significant difference with or 
without gravity. When the position of the axis track is relatively static, the offset distance of the 
rotor centre decreases with the increase of stiffness. When the rotation frequency component is 
0.8k0, the amplitude is the largest; in the bending-torsion coupling analysis, the largest amplitude is 
the torsional vibration of the external torque frequency of the excitation, around 840. Therefore, it 
is found that radial load leads to torsional vibration of multiple frequencies in the torsional 
vibration of the rotor, and torsional load also causes bending torsional vibration of multiple 
frequencies in the torsional vibration of the rotor, which provides a reference for later vibration 
analysis of the rotor in the traction motor of EMU. 
 
Keywords:  Finite Element Method; Electric Multiple Unit; Rotor; Radial Vibration Model; Bending-
Torsion Coupling. 

1. Introduction 
 
With the rapid development of China’s national 
economy, there appear a variety of transportation 
logistics. As one of the main modes of transportation, 
the railway industry also follows the trend of the 
development in modern society, entering into a new 
era, namely “high-speed passenger transport, heavy 
freight”, which reflects the distinctive characteristics 
of the time [1, 2]. In the field of railway 
transportation, traction motor is the core component 
of mechanical and electrical energy conversion in the 
mechanical traction transmission system of high-
speed locomotives. The safety, reliability and 
smoothness in the operation of traction motors 
attract more and more attention. The traction motor 
is the source that leads to the driving safety risks of 

the locomotive. And its vibration characteristic is an 
important basis for motor design, manufacture and 
fault diagnosis [3]. Therefore, it has great 
engineering application value to discuss the dynamic 
characteristics of the traction motor rotor of the 
high-speed locomotive group from the vibrational 
system. 

In the course of high-speed train operation, 
phenomena such as speed fluctuation and vibration 
of various components of the drive device are 
common, which may cause great traction torque. 
Both ends of the traction motor rotor are supported 
by rolling bearings on the motor housing and there is 
an air gap between the fixed rots. Powered by an 
inverter, the cross-transition three-phase current 
enters the stator-winding and generates a rotating 
magnetic field in the motor air gap, cutting the rotor 
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conductor to generate induced electromotive 
potential and induction current. And then the 
rotating magnetic fields interact with each other to 
generate an electromagnetic torque, which 
eventually drives the rotor drag load to achieve 
rotation [4]. There are a variety of radial and 
torsional loads on the traction motor rotors of the 
locomotive group, which are subjected to a 
combination of mechanical imbalance, unbalanced 
magnetic pull, gravity, bearing reaction, drive torque 
and load torque during operation [5]. The stator-
bearing-rotor in the traction motor forms a rotor 
twist-coupled vibration system. Some studies show 
that when the high-speed train in China is tested on 
the Great Western Line and the speed changes 
dramatically, the vibration of the drive device is 
particularly obvious. If the vibration is more intense 
than the maximum speed, the increase of vibration 
amplitude will have a greater impact on the drive 
device, easily producing the consequences of rising 
motor and gearbox temperature, cracks in the axle, 
which is not conducive to long-term safe operation 
[6, 7]. The model constructed using finite element 
method is usually more accurate, and it can respond 
successfully to the influence caused by many other 
factors. 

Many scholars study the rotor dynamics system. 
Novotný et al. (2018) proposed an efficient and 
numerically stable radial sliding floating ring bearing 
calculation model. Based on the numerical solution 
of the Reynolds equation and the analytical 
description of the resulting variables, the model was 
finally applied to the virtual turbocharger assembled 
in the multibody system [8]. Bose et al. (2019) 
modelled material-level matching and temperature 
distribution using NLTD (Nonlinear Temperature 
Distribution,) and ETD (Exponential Temperature 
Distribution), and studied two different FG 
(Functionally Graded) materials, stainless steel-ZrO2 
and stainless steel-Al2O3 rotor systems. The results 
showed that different idempotent coefficients, 
materials and laws of materials affected the natural 
frequency of rotor systems [9]. Bouzidi et al. (2020) 
analysed the dynamic characteristics of the 
functional gradient rotor-blade system using the 
finite element method, modelled the rotor-blade 
system using the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, and 
finally discussed the effect of power-law distribution 
on the inherent frequency of the rotor-blade system.  

The results showed that the functional gradient 
material had advantages in the design and concept of 
a rotor-blade system compared with metal material 
[10]. Dewi et al. (2020) proposed a scale method for 
predicting the frequency of free vibration in large 
rotor systems. The scale factor of FRF (Frequency 
Response Function) was first inferred and then 
validated with finite factors and transfer function 

models. In the end, in the case of a certain damping 
ratio, the FRF-based framework analysis 
characteristics were obtained [11]. 

Through the discussion of previous studies in 
related fields, it is found that there are more studies 
on the bending coupling vibration of various rotor 
systems, but fewer are on rotor bending vibration 
for motors and the action of radial electromagnetic 
forces. And there is rare research on the radial 
vibration law of rotor radial vibrations for traction 
motors used in locomotive sets. Therefore, by using 
the finite element algorithm the rotor finite elements 
model is constructed, and the rotor model is used to 
simulate the traction motor rotor to detect the radial 
vibration of the rotor. Finally, the effect of radial 
vibration on the rotor under the influence of various 
factors is analysed. It is expected that the study can 
provide an experimental reference for the operation 
of the train operation. 
 

2. The Radial Vibration Model of the 
Motor Rotor of EMU 

 
The purpose is to explore the radial vibration 
characteristics of the traction motor rotor of the 
EMU (Electric Multiple Unit) under various radial 
loads. The influence of the main factors of the motor 
air gap eccentricity on the radial vibration 
characteristics of the rotor system is analysed. This 
is the basis for the analysis of the coupled bending 
and torsion vibration of the traction motor rotor 
system of the EMU. Then, the finite element method 
is used to analyse the flexural natural vibration 
characteristics of the rotor system. Without 
considering the torsion, the vibration laws and the 
vibration characteristics of the rotor are discussed 
under radial loads such as unbalanced magnetic 
tension, mechanical unbalanced force, and gravity.  

The influence of different eccentricities and 
factors on the radial vibration characteristics of the 
rotor is expounded as well. 

 
2.1 Construction of the Finite Element Model 
of the Motor Rotor System of the EMU 

 
The structure of the traction motor rotor is 

simplified. The core is taken as a cylinder, and the 
effect of the two end rings of the rotor and the holes 
in the rotor on the quality characteristics of the core 
are considered. Then the rotor’s shaft, the iron core 
and the guide bar are regarded as a whole, ignoring 
the assembly relationship between the three. The 
rotor is supported by two bearings and rotates at a 
constant speed. A model of the traction motor rotor 
system is established on the ANSYS [12, 13]. The unit 
model used includes the beam unit and the spring-
damping bearing unit.  
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The rotor structure (axis and iron core) is built by 
the beam unit, and its nodes are on the axis of the 
rotor. Rotor bearings are simulated by a spring-
damping bearing unit, in which only their contact 
stiffness is taken into account without considering 
the contact damping, and the bearing contact 
stiffness value is regarded as a constant [14]. 

It is assumed that the shaft and the iron core have 
the same density and Poisson's ratio, but the elastic 
modulus is different. Because the factors, such as the 
simplification of the iron core, material properties, 
quality and stiffness distribution, assembly 
relationship, influence the rotor structure, the 
equivalent elastic modulus of the iron core is lower 
than that of the shaft, between the shaft’s elastic 
modulus and the elastic modulus of the bar. The 
origin of the model's coordinate system is located at 
the midpoint of the end surface of the rotor output 
end (left end), and the x-axis points to the inner side 
of the rotating shaft along the rotor axis. Two kinds 
of displacement constraints are imposed on all nodes 
on the rotor axis, namely displacement along the axis 
(UX) and rotation displacement (ROTX) around the 
axis (ROTX); the fixed end of the bearing unit is given 
a full displacement constraint. In this case, the finite 
element model of the traction motor rotor system of 
the EMU is established, and the physical shape is 
shown in Figure 1. 

 

y

x

 
Figure 1:  Appearance of the finite element model of 

the traction motor rotor system 
 

Since the traction motor rotor of the EMU is 
subjected to radial loads such as gravity, mechanical 
unbalanced force, and unbalanced magnetic pulling 
force [15]. In view of the radial vibration of the rotor, 
the rotor model is used to simulate the traction 
motor rotor, and the influence of the main factors, 
such as unbalanced magnetic tension, rotor gravity, 
initial static eccentricity, mass eccentricity, and rotor 
bending stiffness, on the vibration characteristics of 
the rotor system is detailed discussed. 

The rotor model (Figure 2) is used to analyse the 
radial vibration of the rotor of the traction motor of 
the EMU, which can be used to reveal the basic 
dynamic characteristics of the rotor. It mainly 
contains a massless elastic shaft, with its stiffness 
coefficient k and bending damping coefficient c. In 
the centre of the shaft, there is a rigid thin disk 
ignoring the thickness, its mass is m, the mass 
eccentricity is a, and the rotation frequency of the 
disk’s rotation around point O1 is Ω (angular velocity 
is 2πΩ). Unbalanced magnetic tension, mechanical 

unbalanced force and gravity all act on the centre O1 
of the disc. The differential equation of motion for 
the centre of the rotor disc is: 
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Figure 2: Radial vibration model of traction motor 

rotor 
 
According to the rotor dynamics theory, when 

there is no unbalanced magnetic tension, the natural 
frequency of the rotor radial vibration is as follows: 
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C represents the damping of the shaft measured 

in (N·s/m), k refers to the stiffness of the shaft in 
(N/m), and m refers to the mass of the disc in kg. In 
the rotor model, the natural frequency is mainly 
affected by the mass and stiffness of the rotor and its 
distribution. 

The static eccentricity of the rotor needs to be 
further considered. When the rotor is at rest, the 
geometric centre O1 of the rotor coincides with the 
geometric centre O of the stator, without initial static 
eccentricity; when the rotor rotates, due to the 
mechanical imbalance force, the geometric centre O1 
of the rotor moves to O’1, and there is an uneven air 
gap, resulting in an unbalanced magnetic pull. The 
vibration of the rotor system with and without 
unbalanced magnetic tension is analysed. 

The rotor of the traction motor is subjected to a 
constant load of gravity, which causes the bending 
and deformation of the shaft, affecting the vibration 
of the rotor system. Besides, gravity causes the rotor 
air gap to change, thereby affecting the unbalanced 
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magnetic pull. Since the dynamic eccentricity of the 
rotor is considered, the initial static eccentricity is 
set to zero. Assuming that the mass eccentricity 
a=0.1 mm, the rotor rotates at a constant speed. And 
the vibration response of the rotor is analysed at 
different speeds (Ω is 30Hz, 50Hz and 66Hz 
respectively), with or without considering gravity. 

Also, the influence of rotor bending stiffness on 
rotor radial vibration is explored. In the case of rotor 
dynamic and static compound eccentricity, the rotor 
gravity is not counted. Suppose the mass eccentricity 
a is 0.1mm, the static eccentricity direction is in the 
positive direction of the x-axis, and the rotor rotates 
at a constant speed Ω=66Hz. Assuming that the 
original rotor bending stiffness k0 is 1.48×108 N/m, 
the influence of different rotor bending stiffness (k) 
on the vibration of the rotor system is obtained. 
 

2.3 Bending-torsional Coupled Vibration 
Analysis of EMU Motor Drive System 

 
During the operation of the EMU, the traction 

motor rotor system is encountered with the 
combined action of a variety of radial loads and 
torsional loads.  Thus, radial vibration and torsional 
vibration occur accordingly, and there is a coupling 
between the two. The flexural-torsional coupling 
effect of the rotor makes the vibration of the rotor 
system more complicated than that of radial 
vibration or torsional vibration [16, 17]. And the 
bending and torsional coupled vibration 
characteristics are studied. 

First of all, make the following basic assumptions 
for the concentrated mass model of the drive system: 
(1) consider the vibration state of the motor rotor, 
ignoring the vibration state of the bearing and the 
motor itself; (2) Neglect the mechanical transmission 
efficiency and transmission of the drive system 
power transmission clearance; (3) the elasticity of 
axles, gears, couplings are not considered; (4) all 
driving and transmission elements are regarded as 
concentrated masses. The values of the moment of 
inertia and torsional stiffness need to convert to the 
corresponding value of the equivalent system at the 
same speed, as shown in the following equation: 
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i
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= =                                                              (4) 

 

i refers to the gear transmission ratio, and , 'n n  

are the speeds of the driven and driving gears 

respectively.   and '  are the angular speeds of 
the driven and driving gears respectively. According 
to the conservation of kinetic energy, the equation is: 

 
2 '= J i J                                                                 (5) 

 

j and j’ are the moments of inertia of the driving 
side and the driven side, respectively. According to 
the conservation of potential energy, the equation is: 

 
2 'K i K=                                                                 (6) 

K and k’ are the torsional stiffness of the driving 
side and the driven side respectively. The simplified 
drive system model is shown in Figure 3. 

 
k

C
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Figure 3: Simplified model of the drive system 

 
In the system, the motor and the load are 

connected through a drive shaft system, and the 
drive shaft has a certain stiffness k and damping C. 
When the shaft system is elastically deformed, it will 

produce torque wT . wT  is equivalent to the load 

torque of the motor, and for the load side, it is 
equivalent to the driving torque. The system 

provides electromagnetic torque mT  for the drive 

shaft system. In terms of motor, the torque mT  and 

the drive shaft torque wT  act on the motor shaft 

with a moment of inertia mJ . On the load, the load 

has an equivalent moment of inertia lJ  [18], and the 

torque mT of the drive shaft system and the load 

torque lT  act together on the load to determine the 

load speed. According to Hooke’s law [19] and 
mechanical analysis, a set of driving differential 
equations can be established: 
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m  and l  are the angular velocities of the 

motor and the load respectively. The transfer 
functions of motor speed, load speed and motor 
torque are: 
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In equation (12), the transfer function is 

composed of two parts: the inertia link and the 
second-order oscillation link. The left half of the 
transfer function can be regarded as the sum of the 
inertia of the motor and the load in the case of a rigid 
connection, and the right half concentrates all the 
parameters of the elastic links, taken as the influence 
of elastic connection on system characteristics [20]. 
Using the stiffness matrix method [21], the following 
undamped free torsional vibration equation of the 
traction motor rotor system is obtained: 

0 + =tJ K                                                        (14) 

J is the moment of inertia matrix, tK is the 

torsional stiffness matrix,   is the angular 

displacement vector, and   is the second-order 

derivative of the angular displacement vector. 
According to vibration mechanics, an undamped 
system has free vibration in the form of simple 
harmonic motion, and the solution of equation (14) 
is: 

sin( )  = +A t                                         (15) 

In equation (15), A refers to the vector of the 
amplitude of the system, and  refers to the angular 
frequency of the undamped free vibration of the 
system. Putting equation (15) into equation (14), it is 
obtained: 

( )2 0− =tK J A                                               (16) 

 
Therefore, the torsional natural vibration of the 

computing system is transformed into solving the 
generalized eigenvalue problem. 

2.4 Simulation 
 
Using the finite element model of the rotor, the 

simulation analysis is carried out on the ANSYS 
platform. In the static coordinate system, the rotor is 
set to rotate at a constant speed, and the set speed is 
the rated speed of the traction motor (4100 r/min). 
Since the gyro effect of the rotor is concerned, the 
damping method is used to extract the mode shape 
of the rotor [22], which is analysed. 

In the simulation, a certain type of EMU is 
running at an operating speed (300 km/h), and its 
traction motor is running at a rated speed 
(4100r/min). The rotor of the traction motor bears 
the combined action of radial load and torsional load. 
Set the resistance torque acting on the rotor by a 
constant torque. A sine wave torque is used to 
simulate the pulsating driving torque of the traction 
motor. Its frequency is 6 times the power supply 
frequency (840Hz), and its amplitude is 13% of the 
constant resistance torque value. The resistance 
torque value is the damping load torque value of the 
traction motor rotor running at the rated speed. In 
the analysis of the radial vibration model of the EMU 
motor rotor, the effects of the unbalanced magnetic 
pull angle, the rotor gravity angle, and the rotor 
bending stiffness angle on the rotor radial vibration 
are discussed respectively. And the rotor flexural-
torsional coupled vibration effect under radial and 
torsional loads is also analysed. 
 

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 Bending Mode Analysis of the Rotor 
System 

 
By using the rotor finite element model to rotate 

at a constant speed, the rotor modal vibration model 
obtained is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Modal modes of the motor rotor system of 
the EMU (A. Bending mode 1; B. Bending mode 2; C. 

Bending mode 3; D. Bending mode 4) 
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From the mode shapes of the rotor (Figure 4), the 
bending vibration mode of the traction motor rotor 
is similar to the typical beam bending mode. The 
vibration of bending mode 1 is mainly distributed at 
the two ends of the rotor. At the two ends, the 
amplitude is greater, and the vibration in the centre 
of the rotor is very small. Bending mode 2 shows 
that the entire rotor is offset from the initial axis, and 
the amplitude gradually increases along the axis 
from the input end to the output end of the rotor. 
The vibration of bending mode 3 is concentrated at 
the output end of the rotor, and the closer the 
position is to the end face, the greater the amplitude 
is. There is almost no vibration at other positions. 
Bending mode 4 presents the shape of an “S”, with 
larger amplitudes at both ends of the rotor and the 
bearing position. The bending modes corresponding 
to 3 and 4 are less likely to be excited in practice. 
 

3.2 Analysis of Factors Affecting Radial 
Vibration of the Rotor System 

 
The effects of the unbalanced magnetic tension 

angle, the rotor gravity angle, and the rotor bending 
stiffness angle on the radial vibration of the rotor are 
discussed respectively, as shown in Figures 5-10. 
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Figure 5: Effect of unbalanced magnetic tension on the 

trajectory of the rotor axis. 
 

In the presence and absence of unbalanced 
magnetic tension in the rotor system (Figure 5), the 
axis orbits are all circular. The radius of the axis 
track of the rotor is greater when the mechanical 
unbalanced force and the unbalanced magnetic pull 
are simultaneously acted on. When only the 
mechanical unbalanced force acts, the amplitude of 
the rotor is small. That is to say, the unbalanced 
magnetic tension increases the amplitude of the 
rotor. 

To analyse the influence of unbalanced magnetic 
tension on the natural frequency of the radial 
vibration of the rotor system, the amplitude-
frequency characteristics of the rotor shaft 
displacement are expounded under the condition of 

no damping (C=O), and the existence and absence of 
unbalanced magnetic tension without damping are 
obtained. The spectrogram of the displacement of 
the lower rotor axis is as follows: 
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Figure 6: Spectrogram of the displacement of the 

lower rotor axis 
 
Figure 6 indicates that if the unbalanced magnetic 

pull does not exist, the rotor shaft displacement 
includes the rotation frequency component Ω(66 Hz) 
and the natural frequency component (131 Hz); if 
the unbalanced magnetic pull exists, the natural 
frequency component is reduced from the original 
131 Hz to 120 Hz. Therefore, the unbalanced 
magnetic tension reduces the natural frequency of 
the radial vibration of the rotor system. 
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Figure 7: Influence of gravity on the axis trajectory of 

the static composite eccentric rotor at different speeds 
(A. with gravity; B. without gravity) 
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As shown in Figure 7, when the rotation speed 
Ω=30, 50, 66Hz respectively, the rotor axis trajectory 
presents an ellipse. As the speed increases, the size 
of the rotor axis track increases nonlinearly, and the 
ellipse becomes slightly “flatter” (the ratio of the 
long axis to the short axis increases). The trajectories 
of the rotor axis at different speeds form concentric 
circles, and the geometric centre position of the 
ellipse does not change with the speed. Without 
gravity, the long axis of the ellipse trajectory is a 
straight line in the direction of static eccentricity (x-
axis); the direction of the long axis of the ellipse 
trajectory is determined by the superposition of the 
initial static eccentric vector and the eccentric vector 
caused by gravity. Therefore, there is no significant 
difference in the radial dimension of the axis orbit 
with or with gravity. The displacement spectrogram 
under the influence of gravity is explored further. 

A

B

 
Figure 8: Influence of gravity on the displacement 
spectrum of a static composite eccentric rotor at 

different speeds (A. without gravity; B. under gravity) 
 

As shown in Figure 8, in the case of rotor dynamic 
and static composite eccentricity, there is no 
significant difference in the displacement spectrum 
of the rotor with gravity or without gravity. The 
double rotation frequency component appears when 
the rotation speed Ω is 30 Hz, and the amplitude of 
these components increases nonlinearly with the 
rotation speed. In addition, the shaft displacement 
vibration also contains its corresponding fixed 
frequency components (30 Hz, 50 Hz and 66 Hz), and 
their amplitudes do not change with the speed. 
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Figure 9: Rotor axis trajectory under different stiffness 

conditions 
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Figure 10: Displacement spectrum of the rotor when 

the bending stiffness of the rotor is different 
 

In the discussion of the influence of different 
stiffness conditions on the rotor, the axis trajectory 
and displacement spectrum are shown in Figure 9 
and Figure 10. In Figure 9, it can be found that the 
trajectories of the rotor axis under different rotor 
bending stiffness conditions present an ellipse, and 
are very close to a circle. The major axis of the ellipse 
is located in the static eccentric direction (x-axis 
direction). The position of the trajectory is shifted to 
the static eccentric direction (positive direction of 
the x-axis). As the stiffness decreases, the amplitude 
of the rotor increases, and the shape of the ellipse 
becomes “flat” (the greater the ratio of the long axis 
to the short axis). And the distance from the centre 
of the ellipse to the coordinate origin (the centre of 
the rotor at rest) also increases. In Figure 10, the 
rotor bending stiffness not only affects the amplitude 
and natural frequency of the rotor radial vibration, 
but also places an impact on the azimuth of the axis 
trajectory distribution. The amplitude of the radial 
vibration of the rotor decreases with the increase of 
stiffness. However, the natural frequency increases 
with the increase of stiffness. Therefore, when the 
position of the axis track is relatively stationary, the 
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offset distance of the rotor centre decreases with the 
increase of stiffness. Among the vibration 
components of each frequency under different 
stiffness conditions, the amplitude of the 0.8k0 
rotation frequency component is the largest. 
 

3.3 Analysis of the Rotor System's Flexural-
Torsional Coupled Vibration Effect under 
Radial and Torsional Loads 

 
More analysis of the rotor bending-torsional 

coupled vibration effect under the action of radial 
and torsional loads is conducted, as shown in Figure 
11. 
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Figure 11: Displacement frequency spectrum of the 

rotor system under the action of radial and torsional 
loads 

 
Figure 11 finds that the peak frequency of 

torsional vibration under the combined action of 
radial and torsional loads includes rotation 
frequency (66 Hz), double rotation frequency (132 
Hz) and excitation external torque frequency (846 
Hz). While the rotor system is under the action of 
torsional load, the torsional vibration of the rotor 
includes the combination of the rotation frequency 
and the natural frequency of bending vibration 
(139±Ω) and the excitation torque component (849 
Hz). The torsional vibration of the frequency 
combination component corresponds to the 
torsional rigid shape mode of the rotor. And the 
vibration whose frequency is the combination of the 
rotation frequency and the natural frequency of the 
bending vibration is caused by the radial mechanical 
unbalance force of the rotor. Furthermore, among 
the torsional vibration components of each 
frequency, the torsional vibration whose frequency 
is the frequency of the external torque of the 
excitation is the largest, followed by the torsional 
vibration component caused by gravity and 
unbalanced magnetic tension. Its amplitude is higher 
than that of other torsional vibration components, 
more than 2 orders of magnitude. 
 

4. Conclusion 
 
The construction of the traction motor rotor system 
model of the EMU (Electric Multiple Unit) and the 
bending and torsional vibration law of the rotor 
under radial and torsional loads are explored. Firstly, 
the finite element method is used to establish the 
load model of the rotor, and the traction motor rotor 
system’s flexural natural vibration characteristics 
are analysed. Secondly, the influence of the changes 
of the main factors, such as unbalanced magnetic 
tension, rotor gravity, rotor flexural rigidity and 
torsional load, on the rotor system vibration 
characteristics are discussed. It is found that the 
rotational frequency torsional vibration caused by 
the rotor gravity and the unbalanced magnetic 
tension have a significant effect on the torsional 
vibration of the traction motor rotor, while the 
torsional load has no obvious effect on the radial 
vibration of the traction motor rotor, which can 
provide a reference for future studies in the field. 
However, the research also has some shortcomings. 
That is, the unbalanced magnetic tension model is 
based on the fundamental magnetic potential of the 
motor stator and rotor, ignoring the harmonic 
magnetic potential. The influence of harmonic 
magnetic potential should be considered in the 
upcoming studies. The suggestions also include: the 
motor drive torque model can be linked with the 
traction drive control of the EMU, and the 
electromagnetic drive torque of the motor is 
determined by the power supply voltage, current 
and frequency of the motor. 
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